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In the reversed field pinch (RFP), magnetic field perturbations having zero 
poloidal mode number and any toroidal mode number are resonant at the field 
reversal surface. Such perturbations are a particular threat to the RFP because 
of their weak radial dependence at low toroidal mode number, and because the 
toroidal field ripple is essentially of this type. The widths of the resulting islands 
are calculated in this paper. The self-consistent plasma response is included 
through the assumption that the plasma relaxes to a Taylor force-free state. 
The connection with linear tearing mode theory is established for those limits 
where arbitrarily large islands result from infinitesimal perturbations. Toroidal 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Over the pasfc decade, the reversed field pinch (RFP) has emerged as one 
of the leading alternative concepts in the world fusion program. Its low value 
of q promises improved reactor economics because of the relatively large ohmic 
heating power available and because of the relatively small toroidal field re­
quired. Experimentally, RFF's have demonstrated the capability to maintain 
themselves in a macroscopically stable reversed field state for time scales long 
compared to the resistive diffusion time of the field reversed layer.1 
A potential concern about the RFP is its vulnerability to field errors hav­
ing zero poloidal mode number. The magnetic surface where q = 0 [the field 
reversal surface) resonates with perturbations having m = 0 and arbitrary n, 
where m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers. At large aspect 
ratio, the scalar potential for the magnetic field errors has a radial dependence 
of approximately lm(np/R), where R is the major radius, p is the cylindrical 
radial coordinate, and I is a modified Bessel function.2 In particular, the radial 
component of the m = 0 field error has an approximately linear p dependence 
for p <§; R/n. Even more serious, the toroidal field ripple is largely m — 0, so 
tbat the toroidal field coils themselves directly drive a resonant perturbation, 
The ripple is an unavoidable consequence of the discreteness of the toroidal field 
coils. Reducing the magnitude uf this ripple in a large device is expensive, so 
that it is important to understand tue consequences of a given level of field 
ripple. 
A resonant m = 0 field produces an island on the field reversal surface. 
The effect on confine: 2nt is deleterious, since the p:-essure is constant on the 
separatrix; when the island width becomes sufficiently large that the separatrix 
intersects the liner (or limiter), confinement is lost throughout the field reversal 
region, and field reversal cannot be sustained. Experimentally, field ripple and 
other field errors have been shown to result in poor confinement in ZT-40M. 3 
In this paper, we calculate the width of the islands at the field reversal surface 
in the presence of external m — 0 field perturbations. This may be regarded as 
a three-dimensional equilibrium problem. The external field perturbation are 
present at the outset, and the plasma relaxes to equilibrium in their presence. 
To determine the self-consistent plasma current, we assume that the plasma 
relaxes to a force-free state, 
V x B = A B , (1) 
with A a constant. This is consistent with the premise that the plasma relaxes 
to a state of minimum energy subject to conservation of total magnetic helicity 
and toroidal flux,4,5 an ansatz that has had great success in interpreting the 
behavior of the RFP. Previously published analyses of field errors in RFPs have 
not included the self-consistent effect of the plasma. 6 , 7 In certain limits of 
the parameters, the self-consistent plasma response results in unbounded island 
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widths for finite-sized perturbations. In these cases, the consistency of our 
approach with the conventional linear tearing mode theory is demonstrated. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we use a large aspect ratio 
(cylindrical) approximation. We match a vacuum field corresponding to a fixed 
external m = 0 perturbation with the field inside the plasma given by Eq. (1), 
and we obtain an explicit expression for the bland width at the q — 0 surface. 
The self-consistent plasma response, but not the external perturbation, is con­
strained by the presence of a conducting wall in the vacuum region. We find 
that the plasma currents generally enhance the island growth. 
To complete our picture of the plasma response t o r n = 0 perturbations, 
in Sec. Ill we perform a linearized m = 0 stability analysis in the cylinder for 
both resistive and ideal modes. We include the effect of a conducting wall in 
the vacuum region. We discuss the connection between our stability results and 
our island width calculation. 
In Sec. IV, we check tbe cylindrical approximation by numerically following 
field lines in an analytic nonaxisymmetric force-free toroidal equilibrium. We 
make use of the fact that Eq- (1) is linear, so that its general three-dimensional 
solution can be written explicitly as a superposition of solutions obtained by 
separation of variables. We find that the finite aspect ratio corrections to the 
island width are of the order of the inverse aspect ratio, so that the cylindrical 
approximation is a good one. 
The theory is applied to RFP experiments in Sec. V. We find that the 
islands driven by toroidal ripple are a significant effect which must be taken 
into account in designing an RFP. 
II. m-=0 ISLANDS 
We calculate the widths of the islands due to the presence of nonaxisym­
metric m = 0 field errors. This is a three-dimensional equilibrium problem; the 
plasma forms in the presence of the magnetic field perturbations, so that the 
islands are present when the plasma reaches equilibrium. The island width is 
affected by the current flowing in the plasma, and the plasma current distribu­
tion is in turn affected by the presence of the island. We take the self-consistent 
magnetic field in the plasma to be described by Eq. (1), with A constant in the 
plasma region. This form for the magnetic field follows from the assumption 
that the plasma relaxes to a state of minimum energy subject to the conserva­
tion of total magnetic helicity and toroidal flux. The experimentally observed 
maintenance of field reversal on time scales long compared to the resistive dif­
fusion time of the field reversed layer,1 presumably due to ongoing turbulent 
reconnection, makes this a plausible model. The model predicts the onset of 
field reversal as the toroidal current is increased, and gives a reasonably good 
prediction of the actual magnitude of the toroidal field at the edge as a function 
of the toroidal current {the so-called uF-0 curve"). The predictions of the model 
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are also consistent with the threshold for the m = 1 resistive internal kink mode 
given by a linearized stability analysis.8 
Equation (1) is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for minimum 
energy. To supplement our calculation of the m — 0 island widths, we therefore 
do a stability analysis for m = 0 modes in Sec. III. We will see that the 
results of the stability analysis are consistent with our model, in that the island 
width predicted by Eq. (1) for a fixed external perturbation diverges as the 
stability boundary is approached. That is, the response to a driving term (the 
nonaxisymmetric field error) becomes infinite when the plasma goes unstable. 
The solutions that we construct are still not necessarily true minimum energy 
states, as they could be unstable to modes having nonzero m. We have not 
attempted to include the effects of m ^ 0 perturbations in our analysis. Our 
interest in this paper is to determine the plasma response to field errors which 
resonate with the field reversal surface, and particularly to the toroidal field 
ripple. It is not our intention here to do an extensive stability analysis. For 
those cases where we find unacceptably large island widths, there is cause for 
concern about the effects of the m = 0 field errors. For those cases where we 
find small island widths, the stability tom^Q modes remains to be verified. 
In this section we use an infinite aspect ratio (cylindrical) approximation. In 
Sec. IV we will see that this is a good approximation. The cylindrically symmet­
ric solution to Eq. (1) is Bo — Bo(Ji(u>)$ c+Ja(n'W > where we have introduced 
a cylindrical coordinate system {p,6c,4>) and defined the dimensionless radial 
variable w ~ \p. This is the equilibrium in the absence of nonaxisymmetric 
perturbations. Since we analyze only m = 0 perturbations, 6e remains an ig-
aorable coordinate, and flux functions il> and 0„ exist for the perturbed plasma 
and vacuum fields, respectively, in terms of which 
B = V ^ x V 0 e + pBeS0c • 
We find the form of ^ in the plasma by solving Eq. (1) in a cylinder,4 
retaining only the m=:Q solutions, and constructing the flux function 
$(/>< 4>) = Y\ — 1$i (K*P) cos n<j> , (2) 
n = 0 K n 
where nn = |A 2 - n 2 / # 2 | 5 , and Ji{^ np) is to be replaced by Ii(tnp) if 
X2R2 < n2 . Note that to = Bo and «o = A. If we allow for a perturbation 
with a particular toroidal mode number n in Eq. (2), expanding ip around the 
field reversal surface p = po yields a half-width for the m = 0 islands of 
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where the first zero of the J 0 Bessel function is j Q < l = 2.40432 . . . and the radius 
of the q = 0 surface is pa = JM.M-
To complete the calculation, we must relate the perturbation amplitude 
within the plasma to the size of the vacuum error field. We consider first the 
case where there is no conducting wall. The flux function in the vacuum is 
tf« = C + IP2BT + f ' [a n K 1 (fc^) + / ? n I , ( * w O ] ^ ^ , (4) 
where kn ~ n/R and I i , Ki are the modified Bessel functions of the first and 
second kind, respectively. In Eq. (4) the Ki terms represent the contribution 
to the vacuum magnetic field due to the plasma currents, and the I] terms 
represent the "applied" m = 0 error field, due to currents outside the plasma. 
We normalize the amplitude of the applied m = 0 component of the vacuum 
field 0n = bi/li(knpe) , where the plasma edge is at radius pe. (Note that 
Pe > Ja,i A f ° r field reversal.) With this normalization, the applied radial field 
at pc is just Bi^de) = bi s inn^. We solve for the "scattered" and "transmitted" 
3-ld amplitudes an and e n in terms of the known "incoming'' amplitude 0n 
by applying matching conditions on the perturbed plasma boundary. 
Specifically, we match the values of I/J and Vu and the normal derivatives 
h • Vip and h • Vpa across the perturbed boundary. (This is equivalent to 
matching the radial and tangential components of the magnetic field.) In terms 
of £„, the perturbed boundary is found to be 
_ _ in Ji(Knpc] COS Tl<(> 
P ~ P e B„ J„{A/fe) je, ' 
which gives a normal vector to first order: 
F *Ba J 0(A/) e) KnR 
Then ip on the perturbed boundary is 
^(perturbed boundary) = iM/> e) + V>HPe) + —j2- (p- Pt)+ ••• • 
Setting this .*qual to the analogous expression for ^ (pe r tu rbed boundary) yields 
a zero-order and a first-order matching condition. Matching h • Vtfr to n • Vt£ u 
on the perturbed boundary tn the same way gives a second pair of conditions. 
Eliminating a„ between the two first-order conditions produces the desired re­
sult 
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e„ = 61 r r- , 
(^)K 0J,{^„^) + KX {j 0(w«) + (£)Ji{«,,/i!.)Ji(Aft)/Jo(A/>.)J 
(5) 
in which the argument of the modified Bessel functions is k„pe , and io{Knpe), 
Ji(KnPe) are to be replaced by \o(Knpe),\i{Knpa) if X2R2 < n2. Substituting 
Eq. (5) into Eq. (3) gives the final result for the m = 0 island width in terms 
of the dimensionless measure of ripple in the vacuum field, bi/B„. In Sec. V we 
will calculate the magnitude of the ripple due to the discreteness of the toroidal 
field coils. 
Next we include the effect of a conducting wall at radius pw . We expect 
that the error field, like the toroidal field and other ambient magnetic fields, is 
present on a time scale long compared to the L/R time of the conducting wall. 
We therefore assume that the field ripple has "soaked through" the conducting 
shell when the plasma forms, while the plasma response is on a time scale short 
compared to the resistive time of the shell. [For discharges lasting longer than 
the shell's resistive time, the island width approaches the value given by Eqs. (3) 
and {5).J On the short time scale, the flux function in the vacuum becomes 
4>„ = C + ip 2 B T + JT j a n[K,(fc n /0 - | L i ^ p ) ] + /?nIi(fc„p)j 
n=I ^ I ' 
p cos rt(f> 
in which functions with the superscript w are evaluated at npw/R. The term 
multiplying an now includes not only the effect of the plasma currents, but 
also the contribution to the field due to the induced wail currents. This term 
is constrained to vanish at the wall. The calculation of the "transmitted" field 
amplitude e„ proceeds as before. We can obtain the results by replacing Ko, 
Ki in Eq. (5) according to the prescription 
M h 
As the wall radius heroines much larger than the plasma edge radius, we recover 
Eq. (5). As the wall radius approaches the plasma edge, we find that the island 
width approaches the width one would obtain ignoring the self-consistent effect 
of the plasma. In this limit, the self-consistent plasma current gets var.ishingly 
small. 
We can quantify the plasma effect on the perturbation at the q = 0 surface 
by defining an amplification factor A as follows: 
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_ Blp(po) as calculated above 
~~ Bip(po) if the plasma were absent 
_ t n ( W * n ) J l ( * n P o ) _ 
~ bl[hiknP0)flli**P.)]' 
In Figs. 1-3, we plot the amplification factor A as a function of the pinch 
parameter 9 
e = B o 9 c(p e)/(B^) = iA/>e. 
We take R/pe = 5.7 (the aspect raii© of ZT-40M). For Figs. 1 and 2 we have 
taken the conducting wall at infinity, with toroidal mode numbers n — 20 and 
n = 72, respectively. For Fig. 3 we have taken the wall at pu, = l.Q5p e, with 
n = 20- The pinch parameter ia these figures ranges from that for which field 
reversal occurs (© = ija. i = 1-202...) to 9 = 1.56. At the latter value of 0 
the cytindrically symmetric equilibrium becomes unstable to an internal kink 
mode. The shaded regions in Figs. 1-3 represent rn. —• 0 unstable regimes. They 
will be discussed in Sec. III. 
It is apparent from Figs. 1-3 that the effect of the self-consistent plasma 
currents is to magnify the vacuum islands, rather than to "heal" them. (The 
latter effect would be represented by A < 1.) The self-consistent plasma effect 
can be quite important. In particular, the amplification factor (and therefore 
the island width) diverges as we approach the value of 0 for which the denom­
inator of Eq. (5) vanishes. The response to the nonaxisynunetric driving term 
becomes singular at this value of €). This corresponds to the onset of a tearing 
mode. A solution to the equations having (Jn — 0 represents a marginally stable 
tearing eigenmcde. In the following section we determine the stability to m = 0 
perturbations. 
III. STABILITY TO m = 0 PERTURBATIONS 
In this section we complete our picture of the plasma response to m — 0 
perturbations by determining the stability of the cylindrically symmetric plasma 
to resistive and ideal m — 0 modes, including the effect of a condurting wall in 
the vacuum region. For parameters corresponding to Fig3. 1-3, the calculations 
will determine the ideal and resistive (instable regions ,'ndicated in those figures. 
In the resistive stability analysis, the equation govei-nir.g the outer solution 
is, in fact, precisely Eq. (1). The equations are the same as those we have 
already solved, but the boundary conditions are somewhat different. Only the 
radial component of the magnetic field is now continuous across the rational 
surface, but the radial component of the magnetic field is constrained to vanish 
at the conducting wall. The plasma region is divided into an interior region. 
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0 < p < p0, in which the fiux function, is given by Eq. (2), and a reversed field 
region po < p < ps in which 
OO r 
Again, the Bessel functions of the first and second kinds in Eq. (6) are to be 
replaced by oheir modified counterparts if A s iZ 2 < n2, accomlng >o the rule 
J ^ I , N - * - ( 2 / T ) K , 
where the constant has been chosen to make the functions continuous in the 
neighborhood of the transition. 
We consider first the case where there is no conducting wall. The vacuum 
field flux function is then given by Eq. (4) with 0n = 0, since the magnetic field 
must vanish at infinity. The matching of ip to ipT at p = po now supplements 
the two matching conditions across the perturbed boundary, and these three 
conditions together determine 
r _ # ( / > o ) - ^ ' ( P o ) 
At marginal stability, A ' = 0. After a little algebra, we find that A' = 0 gives 
precisely the denominator of Eq. (5) set equal to zero. It is clear that this 
must be the case, because at A' = 0 the magnetic field is continuous across 
the rational surface. We then get a solution to the equations and boundary 
conditions of the previous section with j3n = 0. 
Tha stability diagram for m = 0 tearing modes with R/pe — 5.7 is shown 
in Fig. 4. For n ;§> joti{R/pe), we can use the large argument asymptotic 
expansions of the modified Bessel functions to obtain an approximate expression 
for the marginal point, where A' vanishes: 
hW)(R\ 
This expression is also shown in Fig. 4. Taylor expanding this around 2 0 = jo,i» 
we get a rough estimate for the © value at which a particular n goes unstable: 
©n =s 3o,in/[2n - ( f l /p e ) ] . For the examples of Figs. 1 and 2, 0 2 o =* 1402 
and ©72 si 1.252, which are in good agreement with the numerically obtained 
9 2 o = 1.4050 and 672 = 1.2512. 
To treat a conducting wall at p = pw, we choose /3„ in Eq. (4) so that 




r A h\Xpt) . ^ I " T ^ 1 , l n \ (we , & lT TI>C 11 -re 
iZh(xp7){Kl ~vfh } + t * ) { K ° +"if l 0 } J J l 
+{Kr-^ i r} - i e o = 0, (7) 
in which functions with a superscript e are evaluated at /c„pe and are to be 
replaced with their modified counterparts as before if n2 > X2R2, and functions 
with the superscript ve are evaluated at npe/R. Equation (7) reduces to the 
denominator of Eq. (5) set equal to zero as p^/Pe becomes much greater than 
unity, and reduces to the expression for marginal stability given in Ref. 8 as 
PwfPe — 1-
In Ref. 8 , the tearing mode stability of the cylindrically symmetric Bessel 
function equilibrium with a conducting wall at p = pe was analyzed, and it was 
shown that m — 0 modes are stable for 6 < 1.916. The stability diagram shown 
in Fig. 5 illustrates the transition from the close wall case of Ref. 8 to the distant 
wall case. The dotted lines are the marginal points A' = 0 for three ratios of 
the conducting wall radius to the plasma edge radius pw/pe — 1-0, 1.15, co. 
The expression for A' also exhibits singularities, indicating a transition to ideal 
instability. 
The ideal stability is determined by Newcomb's criterion. 1 0 For our case, 
this stability criterion reduces to the condition that the flux function calculated 
above not vanish in the plasma. In Figs. 1-3, the corresponding ideally unstable 
regions are shown. In each case, as 0 is decreased the cylindrically symmetric 
equilibrium first becomes unstable to resistive modes, and then to ideal modes. 
The width of the resistive instability region decreases as n decreases. 
IV. TOROIDAL EFFECTS 
In Sec. II. we used a cylindrical approximation to calculate the width of 
the TO = 0 islands. To check the validity of this approximation for tori of 
reasonable aspect ratio, we next use a class of fully three-dimensional equilibria 
which are analytic solutions of V x B = AB. We consider a solution with a 
particular toroidal mode number, and compare the island width at the field 
reversal surface predicted by the simplest cylindrical approximation with the 
width found by numerical field line following. 
We introduce a spherical coordinate system {r,$, <p) in which the coordinates 
of the magnetic axis are (/?„*, TT/2, <f>) and the symmetry axis of the equilibrium 
has $ = 0, Jr. Then the general solution of V x B = AB is giveu in Ref, 11 as 
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B = E E £»* e x P ^ { f f c ( f c + l > p 2M*TH f 
n = 0 fc=n *• L J 
+ 
• „dP2(A«) • / % in _.„, . 1 d / . , , \ 
»} • (8) 
where /i = coaff and the normalized radial coordinate v, s Ar. For axisymmetric 
solutions (n = 0) , the flax function i>o is exactly 
*>(«,*) = E « f e « 3 i ( u ) s i n 2 t f ^ ^ 
* = / . <fo 
At a magnetic axis ?/>0 is an extrtmum. 
For comparison with the cylindrical approximation, we obtain large aspect 
ratio axisymmetric equilibria by adding three terms in the series above with 
different k'a: k = fcj, ki, &3 (with n = 0). We set efe3 to unity, and consider only 
odd k'a, which yield u|/-down symmetry around the midplane. For comparison 
with Sec. II, we are interested im axisymmetric solutions having nearly circular 
flux surfaces. Fix ejt3 to be some particular value. Then solve the following 
two conditions simultaneously: 





... dz2 ; forces circularity at axis. 
These determine e.k3 and uax. One can easily plot the level curves of ipo for a 
fixed set of amplitudes to check the shape of the outermost flux surfaces. We 
adjust «fcj to minimize the out-of-roundness of the outer surfaces. 
As a particular example, we will describe; a case where the fc's arc chosen to 
be 1, 3, and 13. The optimized amplitudes are then found to be <̂  = 1, £3 — 
— 1.476, £13 = —0.49055, the aspect ratio is 7.60., and the average (cylindrical) 
normalized rcdius of the field reversal surface X{pe) = 2.38 (compared to the 
infinite aspect ratio v?1ue of jb,i = 2.4048 . . . ) . The brackets indicate an average 
over the poloidal angle. The root-mean-square deviation of the radius of this 
surface from its mean is 2.0%. The q-profile of this equilibrium agrees well with 
that of the cylindrically symmetric Bessei function equilibrium. 
We now add, as a symmetry-breaking perturbation Bj(r , 9, 0), one term 
in the series of Eq. (8) with a particular toroidal mode number n. Since thi* 
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perturbation also satisfies 7 x ^ i = ABi, this term represents the effect of a 
perturbation with toroidal mode number n within the plasma. It is the fully 
three-dimensional analogue of the magnetic field perturbation given by Eq. (2). 
For comparison to an infinite aspect ratio analytic approximation, we deter­
mine the island widths by following the field lines in the nonaxisymmetric field 
B = B„ + B i , in which B„ is our axisymmetric solution. For m = 0 islands, 
we employ a Poincare plot in which we plot field line intersections with the 
midplane 0 = ?r/2. This gives two puncture points per revolution around the 
magnetic axis. 
The angle 9S is no longer an ignorable coordinate in the presence of the 
perturbation Bi , so ao exact flux function i/>t for the perturbation can be written 
down in this case. We find the lowest order approximation to ijj\ by solving the 
first order perturbation problem B„ • Vi^ — —Bi • Vi/>0. Working in the quasi-
cylindrical coordinate system (p, 9c,tji) and using the cylindrically symmetric 
Bessel function solution to model B o l we obtain a relation between i/'i and the 
m = 0 component of BXp at the field reversal surface: 
A R. f 
Vi(V>o = 0,« o 1 </>) * - j ^ f ^°(* = « « . . * * ff/2)Ji(>P«) f Bi„ 
Calculation of the latter quantity is facilitated by the relation 
dB. 
2TJ 
BipdSc = • ZnRaxP, -JI BifdA 
which follows from the fact that Bi satisfies V x B t = ABi and has the given 
<j> dependence exp(in<£). The area integral is estimated in the large aspect ratio 
limit by evaluating Bi^ at the magnetic axis and multiplying by irpj. The final 
result for the normalized full island width at the field reversal surface is then 
> A m = 0 sw 4.30 
r« 0 ^ R e ^ B ^ U ) + I m 2 ( B w | « ) 
V»o(t* = uax,9 = JT/2) 1 
where 
dP l„=o uax\_du 
and the equilibrium flux function evaluated at the magnetic axis is 
,dPk(ii)' 




We compare the field line following results with this formula for our example 
equilibrium as a function of perturbation amplitude in Fig. 6. The simplest 
infinite aspect ratio calculation predicts the island width within about 15%, 
which is on the order of the inverse aspect ratio, 0.13. We observe that the island 
width scales with the square root of the perturbatioc amplitude in the range of 
amplitudes considered, thus verifying that nonlinear effects are unimportant in 
this range. We conclude that the cylindrical approximation is a good one. 
V. APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION 
We have calculated the widths of the magnetic islands at the field reversal 
surface in the presence of nonaxisymmetric field errors. The self-consistent 
plasma response has been included through the assumption that the plasma 
relaxes to a state described by Eq. (1), with A a constant. We have seen that 
the plasma currents can have a large effect on the island widths. To determine 
the significance of the effects we have discussed, we must estimate the magnitude 
of the field error we expsct to encounter in actual devices, and substitute it into 
our equations. We ao that in this section. 
We expect that the toroidal field ripple, an unavoidable consequence of the 
discreteness of the toroidal field coils, will be an important source of field error 
in large RFP's. To estimate the magnitude of this error, we model the poloidal 
current distribution in the toroidal field coils with a sinusoidal current layer 
localized at p = pc'-
J = $c6{p - pc) ( ^ ~ ) (1 + cos «tf), 
where Jy is the total poloidal current in the set of rt coils. We solve the vacuum 
field problem by introducing a scalar potential and matching the solution valid 
for p < pc to the solution for p > pc- For the radial component of the field at 
p = pe, we find 
in SI units. Note that in this formula IT is again the total poloidal current, while 
li is a Bessel function. The magnitude of the poloidal current determines the 
toroidal flux, which in turn determines BQ. Assuming that the RFP is operated 
in such a way that the toroidal flux within the plasma (p < pe) is conserved, 
/ i B*dA = 23TB0 / ' J0(^p)pdp = 2^B0J1(XPe) = x ^ ( 2 x I C T 7 ) ^ ; 
so defining the toroidal field ripple as the ratio of the radial field at the plasma 
edge to the toroidal field at the plasma center, we get 
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*i/B, - — Q — ^ ( n ^ J K i t ^ ) . 
As a particular example we consider the Los Alamos ZT-H proposal. 1 2 The 
proposed device is an RFP with major radius R = 2.15 m, liner minor radius 
pe = 0.40 m, with 72 toroidal field coila of mean radius pc = 0.60 m. The 
relatively large number of toroidal field coils has been proposed precisely to 
minimize the deleterious effects of the toroidal field ripple. Tokamaks, for ex­
ample, typically have about 20 toroidal field coils. With the 72 coil set the 
toroidal field ripple of ZT-H would be 0.022% at a pinch parameter of 0 — 1.4. 
With a more conventional set of 20 toroidal fieiJ coils the ripple would be 2.6% 
at the same pinch parameter. 
Using the results of Sec. II, we plot the half-width of the m = 0 islands 
divided by the width of the field reversed layer (pK — po) as a function of pinch 
parameter for the 72 coil ease and the 20 coil case in Fig, 7, We show three 
curves on each plot: the width with a distant conducting shell (or on the time 
scale longer than the shell's resistive time), the width with a shell with radius 
5% larger than the plasma edge radius, and the island width calculated ignoring 
the plasma amplification effect discussed la Sec. II. ( This is also the width of 
the islands on the time scale short compared to the resistive time of the shell 
in the case of a close-fitting shell.) The curves become singular even for the 
vacuuni case. That is because we are sarmalizing relative to the width of the 
field reversal layer, which goes to zero as O goes to 1.2. This is, nonetheless, a 
reasonable normalization to take, because we expect operation of the RFP to 
be degraded when the island widths become comparable to this field reversal 
width. The instability which appears just above the field reversal condition 
0 ~ 1.2 for Pw/Pc > 1 narrows the available window for RFP operation; for 
the cases shown in Fig. 7, where p w /p« — oo, the minimum values of 0 are 
1.248 for il coils and 1.390 for 20 coils. The minimum operating 0 is increased 
further by the requirement that the islands on the field riversal surface do not 
interact significantly with the walls. If we require the island half-width to be 
less than the width of the field reversal region, Qmin — 1-249 far the 72 coil 
case and 0 m ; „ = 1.448 for the 20 coil case. These results are consistent with 
the experimental observation that RFP plasmas tend to require 6 significantly 
higher than 1.2 for field reversal.9 
Using the large argument asymptotic form of the Bessel functions Ii and 
Ki, we find that 6i/B„ depends exponentially on (pc — pe)- This implies that 
our use of the mean toroidal field coil radius in our zero-thickness coil current 
distribution will yield somewhat narrower islands and less stringent operating 
requirements than a more realistic coil current distribution would. 
The authors of Ref. 12 estimate the magnitude of various vacuum field errors 
for the ZT-H design. With the field ripple due to the discreteness of the toroidal 
field coils reduced to a relatively low level by the 72 coil design, they conclude 
13 
that the most significant residual field errors are the n — 1 error resulting from 
mechanical tolerances and an n = 12 error resulting from the support structure 
for the torus. Given an estimate for the magnitude of the m = 0 components, 
the methods described in this paper can be easily applied to these field errors as 
well to estimate the importance of the self-consistent plasma response to these 
perturbations. 
We conclude that the islands driven by field ripple are a significant effect 
which must be taken into account in designing an RFP. Our results allow the 
evaluation of the effect for any given level of field ripple. In particular, for the 
ZT-H device, we find that the proposed use of 72 toroidal field coils does reduce 
the ripple due to the toroidal field coils to an acceptable level. In this case, 
the importance of the other known m = 0 field perturbations remains to be 
evaluated. 
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FIG. 1. The amplification factor for response to an n = 20, m = 0 perturba­
tion, as a function of the pinch parameter ©. The nature of the instability 
which occurs below a critical value of © is also indicated. Aspect ratio 
Rfpe = 5.7, no conducting shell. 
FIG. 2. Amplification factor for response to an n = 72, m = 0 perturbation. 
Aspect ratio R/pc = 5.7, no conducting shell. 
FIG. 3. Amplification factor for response to an n = 20, m = 0 perturbation, 
with a conducting shell 5% larger in radius than the plasma. Aspect ratio 
R/Pc = 5.7. 
FIG. 4. Stability diagram for m = 0 tearing modes, aspect ratio R/pe = 5.7. 
The solid line indicates the marginal point A' = 0, and the dashed line 
represents an asymptotic expansion good for N » 14. 
FIG. 5. Stability diagram for m = 0 tearing modes, aspect ratio R/pe = 5.7. 
Three marginal stability curves are shown: one for a close- fitting conducting 
shell (no vacuum region), one for no conducting shell, and the intermediate 
case with a conducting shell 15% larger in radius than the plasma. 
FIG. 6. Comparison of m = 0, n = 2 island width in a toroidal equilibrium 
predicted by the cylindrical approximation (dashed line) with the width 
obtained from numerical field line following (solid line), as a function of per­
turbation amplitude. The width is normalized by the eigenvalue of Eq. (1), 
A. 
FIG. 7. Half-width of m = 0 islands, normalized by (pe — po) as a function 
of the pinch parameter 6 , for ZT-H. In both plots, the plasma aspect ratio 
RJpe — 5.375, and the coil aspect ratio R/pc = 3.583. The solid lines 
indicate the Island width with no conducting shell, the dashed lines show 
the width wit1?, a shell of radius pw = 1.05pe, and the chain dashed lines 
show the width with a close fitting shell. The latter case also is the island 
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